
Helping schools use technology to deliver better education

Genee Vision 4200 HD Visualiser

With Genee Visualisers you can make a strong impact on your audience, adding visual content to enhance your presentation by showing your 
content on a larger scale – in fine detail. Utilise the Genee Vision 4200 HD features to compare work, analyse content and show objects in 
greater detail. The zoom enlarges source materials, pictures and 3D objects without having to force your audience to move for a better view.

Bring Your Presentations  To Life

Have you ever wondered whether you can take your presentation to the next level? Or how you can display 
your demonstration, experiment or printed document on a larger scale?

Genee Visualisers allow you to make a strong impact on your audience by being able to show visual 
content in almost microscopic detail!

Utilise the Visualiser’s features to compare work, analyse content and record your presentations for reviewing and much more! 
A key use for Visualisers is to demonstrate student work in lessons for peer led assessment, and to enable discussion through 
collaboration.

Simple Connectivity - Plug into a power source, connect the USB cable to your computer/screen, launch the software and 
you’re ready to start your presentation

Seemless Intergration - Using SPARK II lesson software, you can demonstrate and interact with students in real-time; which 
allows teachers to create lessons that are infinitely more engaging.

Powerful Zoom - The powerful zoom enlarges source materials, pictures and 3D objects without having to force your
audience to move for a better view.
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Features
Negative/Positive

Black & White Colour 
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W470 x D145 x H320 mm

3.7KG

LED

Yes

Hardware
Outputs

- USB

- HDMI

- VGA

Inputs

- HDMI

- VGA
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Built-In Lights
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